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Abstract

In this paper, the multinode amplify-and-forward cooperative communications for a network of N nodes is studied via
the novel concept of many-to-many space-time network coding (M2M-STNC). Communication under the M2M-STNC
scheme is performed over two phases: (1) the broadcasting phase and (2) the cooperation phase. In the former phase,
each node broadcasts its data symbol to all the other nodes in the network in its allocated time slot, while in the latter
phase, simultaneous transmissions from N − 1 nodes to a destination node take place in their time slot. In addition,
the M2M-STNC scheme with optimal node selection (i.e., M2M-STNC-ONS) is proposed. In this scheme, the optimal
relay node is selected based on the maximum harmonic mean value of the source, intermediate, and destination
nodes’ scaled instantaneous channel gains. Theoretical symbol-error-rate analysis for M-ary phase shift keying (M-PSK)
modulation is derived for both theM2M-STNC andM2M-STNC-ONS schemes. Also, the effect of timing synchronization
errors and imperfect channel state information on the SER performance and achievable rates is analytically studied. It
is shown that the proposed M2M-STNC-ONS scheme outperforms the M2M-STNC scheme and is less sensitive to
timing offsets and channel estimation errors. It is envisioned that the M2M-STNC-ONS scheme will serve as a potential
many-to-many cooperative communication scheme with applications spanning sensor and mobile ad hoc networks.

Keywords: Amplify-and-forward; Channel estimation errors; Network coding; Node selection; Power allocation;
Timing synchronization

1 Introduction
Network coding has recently emerged as an important
design paradigm for wireless networks that allows multin-
ode communications and also improves data distribution
and network throughput [1]. Cooperative communica-
tions have also attracted much attention in the wireless
literature as an effective means of jointly sharing trans-
missions of distributed single antenna nodes to exploit
spatial diversity gains and mitigate channel fading and
interference [2]. As most conventional multinode coop-
erative communication schemes are not directly applica-
ble to information exchange across many geographically
distributed nodes, wireless network coding has become
increasingly attractive.
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A few recent works have proposed the use of wireless
network coding for multinode cooperative communica-
tions in wireless networks. For instance, in [3], the concept
of wireless network cocast (WNC) that employs wire-
less network coding is proposed to achieve aggregate
transmission power and delay reduction while achieving
incremental diversity in location-aware networks. In [4],
complex field network coding (CFNC) was employed to
achieve a full diversity gain and a throughput as high as
1/2 symbol per user per channel use. However, research
thus far had not fully exploited the joint potential of
wireless network coding and cooperative diversity until
the introduction of the novel concept of space-time net-
work coding (STNC) [5,6]. In [5], the multipoint-to-point
(M2P) and point-to-multipoint (P2M) space-time net-
work codes were proposed to allow multiple source trans-
missions within a time-division multiple access (TDMA)
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framework to a common node and the reverse com-
mon node transmission to multiple destinations, respec-
tively. It was also shown that for a network of N nodes
deploying M2P-STNC or P2M-STNC, only 2N time slots
are required while achieving a diversity order of N per
transmitted symbol. In [7], differential space-time net-
work coding (DSTNC) has been proposed for multisource
cooperation to counteract the challenges of imperfect
synchronization and channel estimation while achieving
full diversity. Specifically, the authors analyze the pair-
wise error probability and derive the design criteria for
DSTNC. Anti-eavesdropping space-time network coding
(AE-STNC) has been proposed in [8] for secure coop-
erative communications against eavesdropping, while
achieving full diversity. Many-to-one STNC has been
proposed in [9] for cluster-based cooperative communi-
cations to achieve spatial diversity and improve spectral
efficiency. In [10], the symbol error (SER) of STNC is ana-
lyzed in independent but not necessarily identically dis-
tributed Nakami−m fading channels. Specifically, exact
and asymptotic SER expressions are derived for M-PSK
and M-QAM modulations, and the impact of the fad-
ing parameter m, relay location, power allocation, and
non-orthogonal codes on the SER are examined.
In [6], the many-to-many space-time network coding

(M2M-STNC) for a network of N decode-and-forward
(DF) nodes is proposed to achieve a diversity order of
N − 1 per node over a total of 2N time slots while main-
taining a stable network throughput of 1/2 symbol per
time slot per node. The operation of the M2M-STNC
scheme is based on the assumption ofN −1 perfectly syn-
chronized simultaneous transmissions in every time slot
of the cooperation phase. However, the work in [6] did not
analyze the impact of timing offsets on the network per-
formance. In practice, simultaneous transmissions from
multiple relay nodes are extremely challenging due to
the imperfect timing synchronization. Most research in
cooperative communications when focusing on simulta-
neous transmissions from distributed relay nodes assume
perfect timing synchronization [4,11,12]. Overlooking the
impact of timing synchronization errors could lead to
detrimental effects on the network performance [13].
Also, channel state information errors at the receiving
nodes are inevitable in practice [14]. Such errors could
drastically diminish diversity gains and thus must be care-
fully characterized.
Based on the foregoing discussion, this work aims at

better exploiting the potentials of the M2M-STNC com-
munication scheme for amplify-and-forward (AF) coop-
erative networks by (1) characterizing the symbol error
rate performance for M-ary phase shift keying (M-PSK)
modulation and (2) analyzing the impact of timing syn-
chronization errors and channel estimation errors on the
SER performance. To reduce the number of simultaneous

transmissions while allowing N distributed AF nodes to
exchange their data symbols, achieving a diversity order
ofN − 1 per node, the M2M-STNC scheme is augmented
with optimal node selection (i.e.,M2M-STNC-ONS). This
work also analyzes the SER performance of the proposed
M2M-STNC-ONS scheme and studies the impact of tim-
ing synchronization errors and imperfect channel state
information.
Although selection in cooperative networks is not a

new concept (e.g., see [15,16]), the novelty of this work is
manifested by augmenting it with a many-to-many com-
munications scheme to achieve full diversity and mitigate
the adverse effects of timing offsets and channel esti-
mation errors. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

• Proposed the M2M-STNC scheme with optimal
node selection (i.e., M2M-STNC-ONS) and
analytically proved that it achieves full diversity order.

• Analytically studied the effect of timing offsets and
channel estimation errors on the performance of the
M2M-STNC and M2M-STNC-ONS schemes.

• Demonstrated that the M2M-STNC-ONS scheme is
more resistant to timing offsets and channel
estimation errors than its counterpart M2M-STNC
scheme, in terms of the SER performance as well as
achievable rate.

Due to the envisioned merits of the M2M-STNC-ONS
scheme, its potential applications may include but are not
limited to cluster-based communications for cooperative
spectrum sensing and decision fusion in cognitive radio
networks [17], and also for reliable and energy-efficient
inter- and intra-cluster data gathering in wireless sensor
networks [18]. Moreover, the M2M-STNC-ONS scheme
can be used for improved network connectivity in clus-
teredmobile ad hoc networks [19]. It is envisioned that the
M2M-STNC-ONS scheme will serve as a potential can-
didate for many-to-many cooperative communications in
amplify-and-forward cooperative networks.
In the rest of this paper, the system model of the M2M-

STNC scheme is presented in Section 2. The signal model
of the proposedM2M-STNC-ONS scheme is discussed in
Section 3, while the theoretical symbol error rate of both
the M2M-STNC and M2M-STNC-ONS schemes is ana-
lyzed in Section 4. The impact of timing offsets and chan-
nel estimation errors on the performance of both schemes
is characterized in Sections 5, and 6, respectively. Simu-
lation results are contrasted with the analytical results in
Section 7. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2 Systemmodel
TheM2M-STNC systemmodel is based on a wireless net-
work with N single antenna amplify-and-forward nodes
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denoted S1, S2, . . ., SN for N ≥ 4. Each node Sj for
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N} is assumed to have its own data symbol xj
to exchange with all the otherN −1 nodes in the network.
In this work, the channel between any two nodes is mod-
eled as flat Rayleigh fading with additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN). Let hj,i denote a generic channel coef-
ficient representing the channel between any two nodes
Sj and Si for j �= i, and hj,i is modeled as a zero-mean
complex Gaussian random variable with variance σ 2

j,i (i.e.,

hj,i ∼ CN
(
0, σ 2

j,i

)
). The squared channel gain |hj,i|2 is

an exponential random variable with mean σ 2
j,i. Also, the

channel hj,i between nodes Sj and Si is assumed to be
reciprocal (i.e., hi,j = hj,i) as in time-division duplexing
(TDD) systems, with perfect channel estimation at each
node. Moreover, the channel coefficients are assumed to
be quasi-static throughout the network operation. Finally,
perfect timing synchronization between all theN nodes in
the network is assumed.
The cooperative communication between all the nodes

(depicted in Figure 1 for N = 4) is performed over a total
of 2N time slots and is split into two phases (N time slots
each): (a) the broadcasting phase (BP) and (b) the coop-
eration phase (CP). The communication under the two
phases will be detailed in the following subsections and is
expressed in matrix form as

S1 · · · Sj · · · SN S1 · · · Si · · · SN
T1
...
Tj
...

TN

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1 · · · 0 · · · 0
...

. . .
... · · · ...

0 · · · xj · · · 0
... · · · ...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 · · · xN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Broadcasting phase

TN+1
...

TN+i
...

T2N

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 · · · X 1
i · · · X 1

N
...

. . .
... · · · ...

X i
1 · · · 0 · · · X i

N
... · · · ...

. . .
...

XN
1 · · · XN

i · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cooperation phase

.

(1)

2.1 Broadcasting phase
In the broadcasting phase, a source node Sj is assigned
a time slot Tj in which it broadcasts its own data sym-
bol xj to the N − 1 other nodes Si in the network for
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N} for i �= j. For source separation at
each receiving node, each transmitted symbol xj is spread
using a signature waveform cj(t) where it is assumed
that each node knows the signature waveforms of all the
other nodes. The cross-correlation of cj(t) and ci(t) is
ρj,i = 〈cj(t), ci(t)〉 � (1/Ts)

∫ Ts
0 cj(t)c∗i (t)dt for j �= i, with

ρj,j = 1 and Ts being the symbol duration. Thus, the signal
received at node Si for i �= j in time slot Tj is expressed as

yj,i(t) =
√
PBj hj,ixjcj(t) + nj,i(t), (2)

where PBj is the transmit power in the broadcasting phase
at node Sj, and hj,i is the Rayleigh flat fading channel coef-
ficient between nodes Sj and Si. Also, nj,i(t) is the additive
noise process at node Si due to the signal transmitted
by node Sj, modeled as a zero-mean complex Gaussian
random variable with variance N0. To extract data sym-
bol xj at node Si, the received signal yj,i(t) (given in (2))
is cross-correlated with the signature waveform cj(t) to
obtain

yj,i = 〈yj,i(t), cj(t)〉 =
√
PBj hj,ixj + nj,i, (3)

where nj,i ∼ CN (0,N0). Upon completion of the
broadcasting phase, each node Si will have exchanged
its data symbol xi with the other nodes and received
a set of N − 1 signals {yj,i}Nj=1,j�=i comprising symbols
x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xN for j �= i from all the other nodes
in the network. Node Si then performs a matched filter-
ing operation on each of the received signals yj,i, and the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the output of the matched
filter is expressed as [2]

γ BP
j,i = PBj |hj,i|2

N0
. (4)

The received signals at each node at the end of the
broadcasting phase are expressed as

Y =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

− y2,1 · · · yN−1,1 yN ,1
y1,2 − · · · yN−1,2 yN ,2
...

...
. . .

...
...

y1,N−1 y2,N−1 · · · − yN ,N−1
y1,N y2,N · · · yN−1,N −

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (5)

where the ith row represents the signals received at node
Si, while the jth column represents the signals received in
time slot Tj from node Sj.

2.2 Cooperation phase
The cooperation phase involves two operations: (1) signal
transmission and (2) multinode signal detection, which
are discussed in the following subsections, respectivelya.

2.2.1 Signal transmission
In the cooperation phase, each node Si acts as the des-
tination node in time slot TN+i for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N} and
receives simultaneous transmissions from the otherN −1
nodes. In particular, each node Sk with k �= i forms a
linearly coded signal X i

k(t) which is composed from the
received N − 2 signals of the kth row of matrix YYY in (5),
excluding the received signal from node Si. Node Sk then
transmits X i

k(t) which is given by

X i
k(t) =

N∑
m=1

m �=i,m �=k

βm,k,iym,kcm(t), (6)
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Figure 1M2M-STNC scheme withN = 4 nodes. (a) Broadcasting phase. (b) Cooperation phase.

where cm(t) is the signature waveform associated with
symbol xm, and βm,k,i is the normalization factor, as
defined by [2]

βm,k,i =
√

PCm,k,i
PBm|hm,k |2 + N0

. (7)

From (6), it should be noticed that node Sk relays the
received signals from the otherN−2 nodes.Moreover, the
received signal at node Si during time slotTN+i is given by

Yi(t)=
N∑

k=1,k �=i
hk,iX i

k(t) + wi(t)=
N∑

m=1,m �=i
αm,ixmcm(t) + w̄i(t),

(8)

where αm,i is defined as

αm,i =
√
PBm

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=m

βm,k,ihm,khk,i. (9)

In (8), wi(t) is the zero-mean N0 variance additive noise
process at node Si, and w̄i(t) is the equivalent noise term
which can be expressed as

w̄i(t) = wi(t) +
N∑

m=1,m �=i

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=m

βm,k,ihk,inm,k(t)cm(t).

(10)

The total power at source node Sm associated with
exchanging symbol xm with the other N − 1 nodes in the
network is given by Pm = PBm + PCm, where PBm = δBmPm
is the broadcast power and PCm = ∑N

i=1,i �=m PCm,i = δCmPm

is the total cooperative power, with 0 < δBm ≤ 1 and
δCm = 1 − δBm being the power allocation fractions to
the broadcasting and cooperation phases, respectively. In
addition, PCm,i is the total cooperative power associated
with relaying symbol xm to destination node Si for i �= m
such that PCm,i = δCm,iPCm with 0 ≤ δCm,i ≤ 1. Thus, PCm,i is
given by PCm,i = ∑N

k=1
k �=i,k �=m

PCm,k,i with each relaying node

Sk for k �= m and k �= i being allocated cooperative power
PCm,k,i = δCm,k,iP

C
m,i with 0 ≤ δCm,k,i ≤ 1. Without any loss of

generality, it is assumed that all the transmit power asso-
ciated with transmitting symbol xm is the same for all the
N nodes (i.e., Pm = P = PBm + PCm, ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}).
2.2.2 Multinode signal detection
Upon receiving signal Yi(t), a multinode signal detection
operation is performed by node Si to extract each of the
N − 1 symbols xj, for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}j�=i. This is achieved
by passing the received signal Yi(t) through a matched
filter bank (MFB) of N − 1 branches, matched to the
corresponding nodes’ signature waveforms cj(t), yielding

Yj,i = 〈Yi(t), cj(t)〉 =
N∑

m=1,m �=i
αm,ixmρm,j + w̄j,i, (11)

where ρm,j is the correlation coefficient between cm(t)
and cj(t). The output of the MFB can be put in a vec-
tor form of all the N − 1 Yi,j ’s signals as YYY i = RRRiAAAixxxi +
w̄̄w̄wi, where YYY i = [Y1,i, . . . ,Yi−1,i,Yi+1,i, . . . ,YN ,i

]T , and
xxxi = [x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xN ]T . In addition, w̄̄w̄wi =[
w̄1,i, . . . , w̄i−1,i, w̄i+1,i, . . . , w̄N ,i

]T∼CN (0,N0 (I +GGGi)RRRi)
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and RRRi,AAAi and I,GGGi are (N − 1) × (N − 1) matrices with I
being the identity matrix with RRRi being defined as

RRRi =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 · · · ρ1,(i−1) ρ1,(i+1) · · · ρ1,N
...

. . .
...

... · · · ...
ρ(i−1),1 · · · 1 ρ(i−1),(i+1) · · · ρ(i−1),N
ρ(i+1),1 · · · ρ(i+1),(i−1) 1 · · · ρ(i+1),N

... · · · ...
...

. . .
...

ρN ,1 · · · ρN ,(i−1) ρN ,(i+1) · · · 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

(12)

and the diagonal matrices AAAi and GGGi are, respectively,
written as

AAAi = diag
[
α1,i, . . . , α(i−1),i, α(i+1),i, . . . , αN ,i

]
, (13)

and

GGGi = diag
[
g21,i, . . . , g

2
i−1,i, g

2
i+1,i, . . . , g

2
N ,i
]
, (14)

with g2j,i being defined as g2j,i = ∑N
k=1

k �=i,k �=j
β2
j,k,i|hk,i|2 for j �= i.

The received signal vector YYY i can then be decorrelated
(assuming matrixRRRi is invertible) as Ȳ̄ȲY i = RRR−1

i YYY i = AAAixxxi+
¯̄w̄̄w̄̄wi, where ¯̄w̄̄w̄̄wi = RRR−1

i w̄̄w̄wi and ¯̄w̄̄w̄̄wi ∼ CN
(
0,N0RRR−1

i (I +GGGi)
)
.

Thus, at node Si, the decorrelated received signal Ȳj,i
corresponding to symbol xj is obtained as

Ȳj,i =
√
PBj

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

βj,k,ihj,khk,i

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ xj + ¯̄wj,i, (15)

where ¯̄wj,i ∼ CN
(
0,N0�j,i

(
1 + g2j,i

))
, and �j,i is the jth

diagonal element of matrix RRR−1
i . Without loss of general-

ity, it is assumed that ρj,i = ρ for all j �= i and thus [6]

�j,i = 1 + (N − 3)ρ
1 + (N − 3)ρ − (N − 2)ρ2 � �N−1. (16)

It should be noted that upon the completion of the broad-
casting and cooperation phases, each node Si for i =
1, 2, . . . ,N has receivedN−1 signals containing symbol xj
for j = 1, 2, . . . ,N and j �= i; a direct signal from the source
node Sj in the broadcasting phase and N − 2 signals from
nodes Sm for m �= i and m �= j, in the cooperation phase.
The instantaneous SNR at the output of the matched filter
at node Si corresponding to symbol xj is given by

γj,i = γ BP
j,i + γ CP

j,i , (17)

where γ BP
j,i is an exponential random variable as in (4) with

mean λBPj,i = N0
PBj σ 2

j,i
, and γ CP

j,i is

γ CP
j,i = PBj

N0�N−1

(
1 +∑N

k=1
k �=i,k �=j

PCj,k,i|hk,i|2
PBj |hj,k |2+N0

)

×

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

PCj,k,i|hj,k |2|hk,i|2
PBj |hj,k |2 + N0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (18)

It is clear from (18) that γ CP
j,i is adversely affected by the

noise amplification due to the simultaneous transmissions
of the N − 2 nodes. The achievable rate between source
node Sj and destination node Si is given by

RM2M-STNC
j,i

(
γj,i
)

= 1
2N

log2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1+ PBj |hj,i|2

N0
+

PBj

(∑N
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

PCj,k,i |hj,k |2|hk,i |2
PBj |hj,k |2+N0

)

N0�N−1

(
1+∑N

k=1
k �=i,k �=j

PCj,k,i |hk,i |2
PBj |hj,k |2+N0

)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

(19)

and the total achievable rate by node Sj is expressed
as RM2M-STNC

j = ∑N
i=1,i �=j RM2M-STNC

j,i
(
γj,i
)
. It should

be noted that the M2M-STNC scheme requires strin-
gent timing synchronization between the relaying nodes,
and synchronizing all the distributed N nodes, as will be
discussed later in this paper, is practically prohibitive.

3 Space-time network codingwith optimal node
selection

When node Si acts as a destination node in its assigned
time slot TN+i, the intermediate node the transmitted sig-
nal of which results in the highest cumulative SNR value
for symbol xm of source node Sm for m �= i is selected.
Specifically, for each source node, optimal relaying nodes
are selected and then all the nodes selected for at least one
source node transmit simultaneously. The node selection
metric used by the destination node Si to determine the
optimal node Sk to ‘relay’ symbol xm received from source
node Sm for k �= i and k �= m is based on the scaled
harmonic mean of the instantaneous source, intermediate
and destination nodes’ scaled channel gains, as followsb
[15,20,21]

γm,k,i � μH
(
XB
m,k ;X

C
m,k,i

)
= XB

m,kX
C
m,k,i

XB
m,k + XC

m,k,i
, (20)

where XB
m,k = PBm|hm,k |2 and XC

m,k,i = PCm,k,i|hk,i|2
are exponential random variables corresponding to the
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broadcast transmission of symbol xm from source node
Sm to intermediate node Sk with transmit power PBm and
the cooperative transmission of symbol xm from inter-
mediate node Sk to the destination node Si with coop-
erative transmit power PCm,k,i = PCm,i. Thus, the scaled
harmonic mean values corresponding to symbol xm, for
m �= i at node Sk for k �= i and k �= m when node
Si is the destination node is summarized in a matrix
form as

x1 · · ·xi−1 xi+1 · · · xN




i =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

− · · · γi−1,1,i γi+1,1,i · · · γN ,1,i
... · · · ...

... · · · ...
γ1,i−1,i · · · − γi+1,i−1,i · · · γN ,i−1,i
γ1,i+1,i · · · γi−1,i+1,i − · · · γN ,i+1,i

... · · · ...
... · · · ...

γ1,N ,i · · · γi−1,N ,i γi+1,N ,i · · · −

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

S1
...

Si−1
Si+1
...
SN

.

(21)

For node Si to receive symbol xm for m �= i, the opti-
mally selected node to forward symbol xm among the
N − 2 nodes that received independent copies of symbol
xm during the broadcasting phase is defined by koptm,i =
argmaxk=1,2,...,N {γm,k,i}k �=i,k �=m. Hence, in time slot TN+i
for each symbol xm for m �= i, the system reduces to a
source node Sm, a destination node Si, and an optimally
selected node for the transmission of xm. Thus, each sym-
bol xm is associated with a set of indicator functions in
the form of Im,i = {Im,k,i}Nk=1,k �=i,k �=m, where Im,k,i for
k �= i, k �= m acts as a binary indicator function when
node Si is the receiving node, while Sk is the optimally
selected node transmitting signal ym,k corresponding to
symbol xm. Hence, Im,k,i is defined by Im,k,i = 1 if k =
koptm,i ; otherwise, Im,k,i = 0.
As before, each node Sk then possibly forms a linearly

coded signal Z i
k(t) from its received signals in the broad-

casting phase and transmits it to node Si during time slot
TN+i. Specifically, Z i

k(t) is composed from the received
signals of the kth row of matrix YYY in (5) in the form of

Z i
k(t) =

N∑
m=1

m �=i,m �=k

βm,k,iym,kIm,k,icm(t). (22)

It should be noted that if node Sk is not an optimal node
to forward any of the xm for m �= i,m �= k data signals to
node Si, then Z i

k(t) = 0; otherwise, node Sk is an optimal
node to forward at least one symbol xm and Z i

k(t) �= 0.

Following the steps of the previous section, the received
signal at node Si during time slot TN+i is given by

Ŷi(t)=
N∑

k=1,k �=i
hk,iZ i

k(t)+wi(t)=
N∑

m=1,m �=i
α̂m,ixmcm(t)1 +ŵi(t),

(23)

where α̂m,i is defined as

α̂m,i = βm,opt,ih̄m,opt,i

√
PBmĥm,opt,i, (24)

with h̄m,opt,i being the channel coefficient between the
source node Sm and the optimally selected node to for-
ward symbol xm to node Si for m �= i, as implied by
k = koptm,i , and βm,opt,i is the scaling factor defined in (7).
Also, ĥm,opt,i is the channel coefficient between the opti-
mally selected node and node Si for the transmission of
symbol xm form �= i. In (23), ŵi(t) is the equivalent noise
term which can be expressed as

ŵi(t) = wi(t) +
N∑

m=1,m �=i
βm,opt,iĥm,opt,inm,opt,i(t)cm(t),

(25)

where nm,opt,i is the noise sample at the optimally selected
node by node Si for the transmission of symbol xm, for
m �= i. It should be noted that under the M2M-STNC-
ONS scheme, the total cooperative transmit power associ-
ated with relaying symbol xm to node Si is set to PCm,opt,i =
PCm,i = δCm,iP

C
m, where PCm,opt,i is the cooperative trans-

mit power allocated to the optimally selected node. Thus,
the total power associated with transmitting symbol xm is
given by P = PBm +∑N

i=1,i �=m PCm,opt,i.
To extract symbol xj, the received signal Ŷi(t) is passed

through a MFB, and the output of the jth branch is
expressed as Ŷj,i = ∑N

m=1,m �=i α̂m,ixmρm,j + ŵj,i which in
vector form is expressed as Ŷ̂ŶY i = RRRiÂ̂ÂAixxxi+ŵ̂ŵwi. In particular,
ŵ̂ŵwi = [

ŵ1,i, . . . , ŵi−1,i, ŵi+1,i, . . . , ŵN ,i
]T ∼ CN (0,N0(I +

Ĝ̂ĜGi)RRRi), with RRRi being defined in (12), while Â̂ÂAi and Ĝ̂ĜGi are
defined as

Â̂ÂAi = diag
[
α̂1,i, . . . , α̂(i−1),i, α̂(i+1),i, . . . , α̂N ,i

]
, (26)

and

Ĝ̂ĜGi = diag
[
ĝ21,i, . . . , ĝ

2
i−1,i, ĝ

2
i+1,i, . . . , ĝ

2
N ,i
]
, (27)

with ĝ2j,i being defined as ĝ2j,i = β2
j,opt,i|ĥj,opt,i|2 for j �= i.

The decorrelated signal Ŷj,i is given by

Ŷj,i = βj,opt,ih̄j,opt,i
√
PBj ĥj,opt,ixj + ˆ̂wj,i, (28)

where ˆ̂wj,i ∼ CN
(
0,N0�N−1

(
1 + β2

j,opt,i|ĥj,opt,i|2
))

. At
the end of the broadcasting and cooperation phases, two
signals comprising symbol xj are received at node Si; the
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first comes from the direct transmission in the broadcast-
ing phase, while the other is from the optimally selected
node in the cooperation phase. At the output of the
matched filter, the instantaneous SNR is given by

γ̂j,i = γ BP
j,i + γ̂ CP

j,i , (29)

where γ̂ CP
j,i is given by

γ̂ CP
j,i = PCj,iP

B
j |ĥj,opt,i|2|h̄j,opt,i|2

N0�N−1
(
PBj |h̄j,opt,i|2 + PCj,i|ĥj,opt,i|2 + N0

) ,
(30)

which at high SNR can be tightly approximated as [2]

¯̂γ CP
j,i � PCj,iP

B
j |ĥj,opt,i|2|h̄j,opt,i|2

N0�N−1
(
PBj |h̄j,opt,i|2 + PCj,i|ĥj,opt,i|2

)
= μH

(
XB
j,opt ;X

C
j,opt,i

)
, (31)

where it can be verified that ¯̂γ CP
j,i is the scaled harmonic

mean of two exponential random variables

XB
j,opt = PBj |h̄j,opt,i|2

N0�N−1
and XC

j,opt,i = PCj,i|ĥj,opt,i|2
N0�N−1

, (32)

withmeans λBj,opt,i = N0�N−1
PBj σ̄ 2

j,opt,i
and λCj,opt,i = N0�N−1

PCj,iσ̂
2
j,opt,i

, respec-

tively. Note that ¯̂γ CP
j,i corresponds to the optimally selected

node with the maximum harmonic mean. The means of
γ BP
j,i , XB

j,opt and XC
j,opt,i are redefined, respectively, as λBPj,i =

N0
δBj Pσ 2

j,i
, λBj,opt,i = N0�N−1

δBj Pσ̄ 2
j,opt,i

and λCj,opt,i = N0�N−1
δCj,i(1−δBj )Pσ̂ 2

j,opt,i
,

∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}j�=i. Thus, γ̂j,i is redefined as ¯̂γj,i =
γ BC
j,i + ¯̂γ CP

j,i . The achievable rate between source node
Sj and destination node Si under the M2M-STNC-ONS
scheme is given by

RM2M-STNC-ONS
j,i (γ̂j,i)

= 1
2N

log2

⎛
⎝1 + PBj |hj,i|2

N0
+ PCj,iP

B
j |ĥj,opt,i|2|h̄j,opt,i|2

N0�N−1
(
PBj |h̄j,opt,i|2 + PCj,i|ĥj,opt,i|2 + N0

)
⎞
⎠ .

(33)

Thus RM2M-STNC-ONS
j = ∑N

i=1,i �=jRM2M-STNC-ONS
j,i (γ̂j,i) is

the total rate achievable by node Sj.

4 Symbol error rate performance analysis
4.1 M2M-STNC
In general, the SER for M-PSK modulation conditional on
the channel state information (CSI) for SNR γ is given by [22]

�|{h}(γ ) = 1
π

∫ (M−1)π/M

0
exp

(
−bpskγ
sin2 θ

)
dθ , (34)

where bpsk = sin2(π/M). The derived instantaneous
SNR due to the cooperative transmission γ CP

j,i in (18) is

extremely difficult to manipulate [5]. Thus, only the con-
ditional SER of symbol xj detected at node Si (for i �= j) is
provided, which can be evaluated numerically as

PM2M-STNC
SER = �|{hj,i}Nj,i=1,j �=i

(
γ BP
j,i + γ CP

j,i

)
, (35)

where γ BP
j,i + γ CP

j,i = γj,i, as defined in (17).

4.2 M2M-STNC-ONS
Denoting the moment generating function (MGF) of a
random variableZwith probability density function (PDF)
pZ(z) as

MZ(s) =
∫ ∞

−∞
e−szpZ(z)dz, (36)

and averaging the conditional SER over the Rayleigh fad-
ing channel statistics, the approximate SER expression is
given by

P̃M2M-STNC-ONS
SER = �

(
γ BP
j,i + ¯̂γ C

j,i

)
= 1

π

∫ (M−1)π/M

0

× Mγ BP
j,i

( bpsk
sin2 θ

)
M ¯̂γCP

j,i

( bpsk
sin2 θ

)
dθ ,

(37)

where the approximation is due to the use of ¯̂γ CP
j,i in (31)

instead of γ̂ CP
j,i in (30). Additionally,Mγ BP

j,i
(s) is defined as [2]

Mγ BP
j,i

(s) = 1
1 + sδBj Pσ 2

j,i/N0
. (38)

To determine the MGF of ¯̂γ CP
j,i , the cumulative

distribution function (CDF) of ¯̂γ CP
j,i is derived as

Pγ̂CP
j,i

(γ ) = Pr

⎡
⎢⎣ max
k=1,2,...,N
k �=i,k �=j

γ̂j,k,i ≤ γ

⎤
⎥⎦ =

N∏
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

Pγ̂j,k,i(γ ),

(39)

where

γ̂j,k,i = PCj,iP
B
j |hj,k |2|hk,i|2

N0�N−1
(
PBj |hj,k |2 + PCj,i|hk,i|2

) , (40)

and Pγ̂j,k,i (γ ) = 1−2γ
√

λ̂Bj,k λ̂
C
j,k,ie

−γ
(
λ̂Bj,k+λ̂Cj,k,i

)
K1
(
2γ
√

λ̂Bj,k λ̂
C
j,k,i

)
with λ̂Bj,k and λ̂Cj,k,i being defined as λ̂Bj,k = N0�N−1

δBj Pσ 2
j,k

and

λ̂Cj,k,i = N0�N−1

δCj,i

(
1−δBj

)
Pσ 2

k,i
, respectively. Also, K1(·) is the first-

order modified Bessel function of the second kind [23].
At high SNR, K1(·) can be approximated for small x as
K1(x) ≈ 1/x [23], and thus the CDF of γ̂j,k,i simplifies
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to Pγ̂j,k,i(γ ) ≈ 1 − e−γ
(
λ̂Bj,k+λ̂Cj,k,i

)
. For convenience, define

λ̂BCj,k,i � λ̂Bj,k + λ̂Cj,k,i = N0�N−1
P �j,k,i, where

�j,k,i =
δBj σ 2

j,k + δCj,i

(
1 − δBj

)
σ 2
k,i

δCj,i

(
1 − δBj

)
δBj σ 2

j,kσ
2
k,i

. (41)

Therefore, the PDF of ¯̂γ CP
j,i can be obtained as

p ¯̂γ CP
j,i

(γ ) =
N∑

m=1
m �=i,m �=j

pγ̂j,m,i(γ )

N∏
k=1,k �=m
k �=i,k �=j

(
1 − e−γ λ̂BCj,k,i

)
, (42)

where pγ̂j,m,i(γ ) = λ̂BCj,m,ie
−γ λ̂BCj,m,i is the PDF of γ̂j,m,i. Using

(42) to determine the MGF of ¯̂γ CP
j,i is quite difficult [20];

however, a useful relationship between the CDF of a
random variable X and its MGF exists and is given by
MX(s) = sL{PX(x)}, with L{·} being the Laplace trans-
form of the parameter CDF [23]. Hence, by substituting

Pγ̂j,k,i(γ ) ≈ 1 − e−γ
(
λ̂Bj,k+λ̂Cj,k,i

)
into (39), expanding the

resulting product and then taking the Laplace transform,
the MGF of ¯̂γ CP

j,i can be shown to be

M ¯̂γ CP
j,i

(s) = 1 −
N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

s
s + λ̂BCj,k,i

+
N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

N∑
m=1,m �=k
m �=i,m �=j

× s
s + λ̂BCj,k,i + λ̂BCj,m,i

− · · · + (−1)Ns
s +∑N

k=1
k �=i,k �=j

λ̂BCj,k,i
.

(43)

Thus, by substituting (38) and (43) into (37), the approx-
imate SER performance for symbol xj detected at node Si
for i �= j can be determined using

P̃M2M-STNC-ONS
SER ≈ 1

π

∫ (M−1)π/M

0

1(
1 + bpskδBj Pσ2

j,i
sin2(θ)N0

)

×

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1 −

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

PbPSK
sin2(θ)N0�N−1
PbPSK

sin2(θ)N0�N−1
+ �j,k,i

+ · · ·

+
(−1)N PbPSK

sin2(θ)N0�N−1
PbPSK

sin2(θ)N0�N−1
+∑N

k=1
k �=i,k �=j

�j,k,i

⎞
⎟⎠dθ .

(44)

4.2.1 Asymptotic upper bound
An asymptotic upper bound on the SER performance is
derived by first noticing that at high SNR, theMGF of γ BP

j,i
given in (38) can be asymptotically upper bounded as [2]

Mγ BP
j,i

(s) � N0

sδBj Pσ 2
j,i
. (45)

Second, an asymptotic upper bound for M
γ̄CP
j,i

(s) at high
SNR can be determined by approximating e x � (1 + x)
when x → 0 in the PDF of ¯̂γ CP

j,i defined in (31), which is
now given by

p ¯̂γCP
j,i

(γ ) ≈
N∑

m=1
m �=i,m �=j

λBCj,m,i

(
1 − γ λBCj,m,i

)
γN−3

N∏
k=1,k �=m
k �=i,k �=j

λBCj,k,i.

(46)

Since λBCj,k,i = N0�N−1
P �j,k,i, so by substituting (46) into (36),

it can be shown that

M ¯̂γCP
j,i

(s) � (N − 2)!
(
N0rN−1

sP

)N−2 N∏
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

�j,k,i. (47)

Finally, by substituting (45) and (47) into (37), the asymp-
totic upper-bound SER expression is obtained as

P̄M2M-STNC-ONS
UB-SER �

(
N0
P

)N−1
(N − 2)!�(N − 1)(�N−1)N−2

δBj σ 2
j,ib

N−1
PSK

×
N∏
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

�j,k,i,

(48)

with�(N −1) being defined as �(N −1) = 1
π

∫ (M−1)π/M
0(

sin2(θ)
)N−1 dθ .

4.2.2 Diversity order analysis
The diversity order is given by 
 = − limSNR→∞
log

(
P̄M2M-STNC-ONS
UB-SER

)
/ log(SNR), where SNR = P/N0

[2]. Clearly, the M2M-STNC-ONS scheme achieves a full
diversity order of 
 = N − 1 per node.
It is noteworthy that the concept of many-to-many

space-time network coding with optimal node selection
allows us to achieve full diversity of N − 1 per network
node with only 2N time slots. In conventional TDMA-
based cooperative communications (i.e., without network
coding and multiple-access transmissions), a total of N2

time slots is required to achieve full diversity. Clearly,
our scheme is more bandwidth efficient than conventional
cooperative communication systems.

5 Timing synchronization analysis
It is well known that due to the diagonal structure of the
broadcasting phase, as shown in (1), the problem of per-
fect timing synchronization is alleviated since within the
TDMA framework, only one source node is allowed to
transmit at any one time [24]. Moreover, the analysis so
far assumed perfect ‘in-phase’ synchronization among the
transmitting nodes in the cooperation phase. However,
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simultaneous transmissions of the different nodes during
the cooperation phase impose a major practical challenge,
especially for a large number of the transmitting nodes
distributed over a large network area. Clock mismatches
of the geographically distributed nodes result in different
transmission times. Also, the lack of tracking at the receiv-
ing node for all the other cooperative nodes and the lack of
compensation for propagation delays can have detrimen-
tal effects on the network performance. Thus, this section
aims at analyzing the degradation in the SER performance
of the M2M-STNC and M2M-STNC-ONS schemes due
to the timing offsets between the nodes in the cooperation
phase.

5.1 Signal model under M2M-STNC scheme
In the cooperation phase, consider the scenario where
node Si is the receiving node while the remaining dis-
tributed nodes Sm for m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}m �=i transmit
asynchronously. Let τi,m be the time offset for each trans-
mitting node Sm during the ith time slot. Also, assume that
each distributed node initiates and terminates its trans-
missions within Ts time units of each other within each
TDMA time slot. Moreover, the effect of the different
propagation delays is manifested in the form of superposi-
tion of pulses from each node Sm form ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}m �=i
that are shifted by τi,m. This implies that neighboring sym-
bols will introduce intersymbol interference (ISI) to the
desired symbol. In this work, only the ISI contribution
from the neighboring symbols to the desired symbol is
considered, while higher-order terms are neglected due to
their smaller effect [14]. From (8), the received signal at
node Si during the ith time slot is expressed asc [25,26]

Yi(t) =
N∑

m=1,m �=i
αm,i

1∑
l=−1

xm(n)cm
(
t − lTs − τi,m

)+w̄i(t),

(49)

where αm,i is defined in (9), and w̄i(t) is written as

w̄i(t) = wi(t) +
N∑

m=1,m �=i

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=m

βm,k,ihk,i

×
1∑

l=−1

nm,k (t − lTs) cm
(
t − lTs − τi,m

)
. (50)

Without loss of generality, the random time shifts between
theN−1 nodes and the receiving node Si are ordered such
that 0 ≤ τi,1 ≤ . . . ≤ τi,i−1 ≤ τi,i+1 ≤ . . . ≤ τi,N < Ts.
As before, the received signal is then fed into a bank of
(N − 1) filters, matched to the nodes’ signature wave-
forms, and sampled at t = lTs + �i, where �i is the

timing shift chosen by the receiving node Si to compensate
for the average delay of the transmitting nodes. Thus, the
received signal is given by [27]

Yj,i(n)=〈Yi(t), cj(t)〉=
∫ lTs+Ts+�i

lTs+�i

Yi(t)c∗j (t− lTs−�i)dt,

(51)

with cj(t) being zero outside the duration of Ts time units.
Define the (N−1)×(N−1) cross-correlationmatrixRRRi(l)
whose entries are modeled for l = 1, l = 0, and l = −1 as
[28]

ρ̃
(1)
m,j

=
{

1
Ts

∫ τi,m
�i

cm(t−τi,m)c∗j (t−�i)dt=ρm,j
(

τi,m−�i
Ts

)
, τi,m>�i

0, otherwise
,

(52)

ρ̄
(0)
m,j = 1

Ts

∫ min(τi,m,�i)+Ts

max(τi,m,�i)
cm(t − τi,m)c∗j (t − �i)dt

=
⎧⎨
⎩ ρm,j

(
1 − �i−τi,m

Ts

)
, �i ≥ τi,m

ρm,j
(
1 − τi,m−�i

Ts

)
, �i < τi,m

, (53)

and

ρ̃
(−1)
m,j

=
{

1
Ts

∫ �i
τi,m

cm(t−τi,m)c∗j (t−�i)dt=ρm,j
(

�i−τi,m
Ts

)
, τi,m<�i

0, otherwise
,

(54)

respectively, where RRRi(l) = 0, ∀|l| > 1, RRRi(l) = RRRT
i (−l),

and as before, it is assumed that ρm,j = ρ for m �= i.
Furthermore, the time shifts are assumed to be uniformly
distributed as (τi,m − �i) ∼ U [−�Ts/2,�Ts/2] around
the reference clock �i, ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}m �=i, where
�Ts ∈ [0,Ts) is the maximum time-shift value. Intuitively,
the smaller are the time shifts, the less severe are the tim-
ing synchronization errors. Now, letRRRi(0) = R̄̄R̄Ri be defined
as

R̄̄R̄Ri =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 · · · ρ̄
(0)
1,(i−1) ρ̄

(0)
1,(i+1) · · · ρ̄

(0)
1,N

...
. . .

...
... · · · ...

ρ̄
(0)
(i−1),1 · · · 1 ρ̄

(0)
(i−1),(i+1) · · · ρ̄

(0)
(i−1),N

ρ̄
(0)
(i+1),1 · · · ρ̄

(0)
(i+1),(i−1) 1 · · · ρ̄

(0)
(i+1),N

... · · · ...
...

. . .
...

ρ̄
(0)
N ,1 · · · ρ̄

(0)
N ,(i−1) ρ̄

(0)
N ,(i+1) · · · 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

(55)
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and RRRi(1) = RRRT
i (−1) = R̃̃R̃Ri, where R̃̃R̃Ri is defined as follows

[29]

R̃̃R̃Ri =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 · · · ρ̃
(1)
1,(i−1) ρ̃

(1)
1,(i+1) · · · ρ̃

(1)
1,N

...
. . .

...
... · · · ...

0 · · · 0 ρ̃
(1)
(i−1),(i+1) · · · ρ̃

(1)
(i−1),N

0 · · · 0 0 · · · ρ̃
(1)
(i+1),N

... · · · ...
...

. . .
...

0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (56)

Thus, the output of the matched filter bank can be
expressed as [27,29]

YYY i(l) = R̃̃R̃RT
i AAAixxxi(l+1)+R̄̄R̄RiAAAixxxi(l)+R̃̃R̃RiAAAixxxi(l−1)+w̄̄w̄wi(l),

(57)

where matrix AAAi is defined in (13), whereas xxxi(l + ς) is
defined in general as

xxxi(l + ς) = [x1(l + ς), . . . , xi−1(l + ς),

xi+1(l + ς), . . . , xN(l + ς)]T (58)

for ς ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Also, w̄̄w̄wi(l) is the noise vector with
variance given by

E
[
w̄̄w̄wi(l)w̄̄w̄wH

i (l + ς)
]

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

N0
(
(I +GGGi)R̄̄R̄RTi +GGGiR̃̃R̃Ri

)
, if ς = 1

N0
(
(I +GGGi)R̄̄R̄Ri +GGGiR̃̃R̃RTi +GGGiR̃̃R̃Ri

)
, if ς = 0

N0
(
(I +GGGi)R̄̄R̄Ri +GGGiR̃̃R̃RTi

)
, if ς = −1

0, otherwise

,
(59)

where E [·] is the expectation operator, and matrix GGGi
is defined in (14). As before, the vector YYY i(l) can be
decorrelated as Ȳ̄ȲY i(l) = RRR−1

i YYY i(l) = Ŕ́ŔRiAAAixxxi(l + 1) +
¯̄R̄̄R̄̄RiAAAixxxi(l) + R̀̀R̀RiAAAixxxi(l − 1) + ¯̄w̄̄w̄̄wi(l), where RRRi is as defined in
(12) with off-diagonal elements equal to ρ, ¯̄R̄̄R̄̄Ri = RRR−1

i R̄̄R̄Ri,
Ŕ́ŔRi = RRR−1

i R̃̃R̃RT
i , R̀̀R̀Ri = RRR−1

i R̃̃R̃Ri, and ¯̄w̄̄w̄̄wi(l) = RRR−1
i w̄̄w̄wi(l) with

E
[ ¯̄w̄̄w̄̄wi(l) ¯̄w̄̄w̄̄wH

i (l + ς)
]

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

N0RRR−1
i

(
(I +GGGi)R̄̄R̄RTi +GGGiR̃̃R̃Ri

)
RRR−T
i , if ς = 1

N0RRR−1
i

(
(I +GGGi)R̄̄R̄Ri +GGGiR̃̃R̃RTi +GGGiR̃̃R̃Ri

)
RRR−T
i , if ς = 0

N0RRR−1
i

(
(I +GGGi)R̄̄R̄Ri +GGGiR̃̃R̃RTi

)
RRR−T
i , if ς = −1

0, otherwise

.

(60)

The decorrelated received signal Ȳj,i(l) at the output of the
jth MFB branch is given by

where ¯̄ρj,j , is the jth diagonal element of matrix ¯̄R̄̄R̄̄Ri,
while ρ́j,m and ρ̀j,m are the (j,m)th element of matri-
ces Ŕ́ŔRi and R̀̀R̀Ri, respectively. Additionally, ¯̄wj,i(l) ∼
CN (0, ¯̄�j,iN0), where ¯̄�j,i is the jth diagonal element of
matrix RRR−1

i

(
(I +GGGi)R̄̄R̄Ri +GGGiR̃̃R̃RT

i +GGGiR̃̃R̃Ri
)
RRR−T
i . Based on

the above analysis, the instantaneous conditional signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the output of
the MRC of node Si of symbol xj for j �= i, after further
manipulation, is obtained as

γj,i = γ BP
j,i + γ̂ CP

j,i = PBj |hj,i|2
N0

+
PBj

(∑N
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

PCj,k,i|hj,k |2|hk,i|2
PBj |hj,k |2+N0

)
¯̄ρ2
j,j

Ij,i + ¯̄�j,iN0
,

(62)

where Ij,i is the ISI variance as defined by

Ij,i =
N∑

m=1,m �=i
PBm

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=m

PCm,k,i|hm,k |2|hk,i|2
PBm|hm,k |2 + N0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠(ρ́2

j,m + ρ̀2
j,m

)

+
N∑

m=1,m �=i,j
PBm

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=m

PCm,k,i|hm,k |2|hk,i|2
PBm|hm,k |2 + N0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ¯̄ρ2

j,m,

(63)

and it is assumed that the data symbols are statistically
independent. Based on (62), finding a closed form solution
for the SER for M-PSK modulation is extremely difficult;
therefore, a conditional SER given the channel knowl-
edge is obtained by substituting (62) into (34) and then
numerically evaluating it.
It should be noted that γj,i in (62) is composed of the

SNR due to the broadcasting phase and the SINR due
to the cooperation phase. Thus, it can be verified that if
τi,m − �i = 0, ∀i,m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N} and i �= m (i.e., per-
fect timing synchronization), then ρ̄

(0)
j,i = ρj,i and also

ρ̃
(−1)
j,i = ρ̃

(1)
j,i = 0 and thus the SINR γj,i in (62) reduces to

that of (17), as γ̂ CP
j,i in (62) reduces to the one in (18).

Ȳj,i(l) = αj,i ¯̄ρj,jxj(l)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Desired symbol

+
N∑

m=1,m �=i
αm,i

(
ρ́j,mxm(l + 1) + ρ́j,mxm(l − 1)

)+
N∑

m=1,m �=i,j
αm,i ¯̄ρj,mxm(l)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ISI symbols

+ ¯̄wj,i(l), (61)
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5.2 Signal model under M2M-STNC-ONS scheme
From (23), the received signal at node Si is given by

Ŷi(t) =
N∑

m=1,m �=i
α̂m,i

1∑
l=−1

xm(l)cm
(
t − lTs − τi,m

)+w̄i(t),

(64)

where α̂m,i is defined in (24) and ŵi(t) is written as

ŵi(t) = wi(t) +
N∑

m=1,m �=i
βm,opt,iĥm,opt,i

×
1∑

l=−1

nm,opt,i (t − lTs) cm
(
t − lTs − τi,m

)
.

(65)
Following the analysis of the M2M-STNC scheme and

replacing matrices AAAi and GGGi with Â̂ÂAi and Ĝ̂ĜGi, respectively
(see (26) and (27)), the instantaneous conditional SINR of
symbol xj at node Si can be shown to be

γ̂j,i = PBj |hj,i|2
N0

+
PBj

(
PCj,i|ĥj,opt,i|2|h̄j,opt,i|2
PBj |h̄j,opt,i|2+N0

)
¯̄ρ2
j,j

Îj,i + ˆ̂�j,iN0
, (66)

where ˆ̂�j,i is the jth diagonal element of matrix
RRR−1
i

((
I + Ĝ̂ĜGi

)
R̄̄R̄Ri + Ĝ̂ĜGiR̃̃R̃RT

i + Ĝ̂ĜGiR̃̃R̃Ri
)
RRR−T
i , and

Îj,i =
N∑

m=1,m �=i
PBm

(
PCm,i|ĥm,opt,i|2|h̄m,opt,i|2
PBm|h̄m,opt,i|2 + N0

)(
ρ́2
j,m + ρ̀2

j,m

)

+
N∑

m=1,m �=i,j
PBm

(
PCm,i|ĥm,opt,i|2|h̄m,opt,i|2
PBm|h̄m,opt,i|2 + N0

)
¯̄ρ2
j,m.s

(67)

It is noteworthy that under perfect timing synchroniza-
tion, (66) reduces to (29), as the SINR term due to the
cooperation phase reduces to the SNR term of (30).

6 Imperfect channel state information
So far, perfect CSI has been assumed and in prac-
tice, such assumption is not valid. Channel estimation
errors are possibly caused by inaccurate channel estima-
tion/equalization, noise or Doppler shift. Conventionally,
channel estimation is based on transmitting a known pilot
‘training’ sequence with a particular power, prior to data
transmission. Inaccurate channel estimation results in a
channel estimation error with variance, denoted as ε. At
the end of the training phase, the receiving node has
imperfect CSI for channel equalization and data detec-
tion. In the following subsections, the impact of channel
estimation errors on the performance of the M2M-STNC
and M2M-STNC-ONS schemes, assuming perfect timing
synchronization, is studied and characterized.

6.1 M2M-STNC
In the broadcasting phase, the received signal at node Si
from node Sj with channel estimation error is expressed as

yε
j,i(t) =

√
PBj (hj,i + hε

j,i)xjcj(t) + nj,i(t), (68)

where hε
j,i denotes the channel estimation error. Conse-

quently,
√
PBj h

ε
j,ixj is the added noise term that scales

with the broadcasting power. Furthermore, the channel
estimation error hε

j,i is modeled as a zero-mean com-
plex Gaussian random variable with variance εj,i. Thus,
the additional self-noise term

√
PBj h

ε
j,ixj is a zero-mean

complex Gaussian random variable with variance εj,iPBj .
Equation (68) is re-written as

yε
j,i(t) =

√
PBj hj,ixjcj(t) + nε

j,i(t) (69)

where nε
j,i(t) =

√
PBj h

ε
j,ixjcj(t)+nj,i(t) is a zero-meanGaussian

random variable with variance εj,iPBj +N0. Thus, the SNR
after matched filtering is given by

γ BP
j,i = PBj |hj,i|2

εj,iPBj + N0
. (70)

In the cooperation phase, the received signal at node Si is
given by

Yε
i (t) =

N∑
m=1,m �=i

αε
m,ixmcm(t) + w̄ε

i (t), (71)

where αε
m,i is defined as

αε
m,i =

√
PBm

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=m

βε
m,k,ihm,khk,i, (72)

and

βε
m,k,i =

√√√√ PCm,k,i
PBm

(|hm,k |2 + εm,k
)+ N0

. (73)

As before, wi(t) is the zero-mean N0-variance AWGN
sample at node Si and w̄ε

i (t) is the equivalent noise term,
expressed as
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w̄ε
i (t) = wi(t) +

N∑
m=1,m �=i

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=m

βε
m,k,i

((
hk,i + hε

k,i

)
nm,k +

(
hk,ihε

m,k + hm,khε
k,i + hε

m,kh
ε
k,i

)
xm
)
cm(t). (74)

After multinode signal detection, the received signal corresponding to symbol xj is given by

Ȳε
j,i =

√
PBj

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

βε
j,k,ihj,khk,i

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ xj + ¯̄wε

j,i, (75)

where ¯̄wε
j,i ∼ CN

(
0, �N−1ḡε

j,i

)
and

ḡε
j,i = N0

⎛
⎜⎜⎝1 +

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

(
βε
j,k,i

)2 (|hk,i|2 + εk,i
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎠+

N∑
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

(
βε
j,k,i

)2 (|hk,i|2εj,k + |hj,k |2εk,i + εj,kεk,i
)
. (76)

In turn, the SNR at the output of the matched filter of node Si is expressed as

γ CP
j,i =

PBj

(∑N
k=1

k �=i,k �=j

PCj,k,i|hj,k |2|hk,i|2
PBj
(|hj,k |2+εj,k

)+N0

)

�N−1

(
N0

(
1 +∑N

k=1
k �=i,k �=j

PCj,k,i(|hk,i|2+εk,i)

PBj
(|hj,k |2+εj,k

)+N0

)
+∑N

k=1
k �=i,k �=j

PCj,k,i(|hk,i|2εj,k+|hj,k |2εk,i+εj,kεk,i)

PBj
(|hj,k |2+εj,k

)+N0

) . (77)

Based on (70) and (77), it is clear that channel estimation errors increase the noise variance, which in turn reduces the
resulting SNR at the output of the matched filter. Thus, with channel estimation errors, increasing the broadcasting
and/or transmit power cannot indefinitely increase the SNR. Additionally, in the case of perfect CSI (i.e., εj,i = 0,
∀j, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N}, and j �= i), then the SNR expressions in (70) and (77) reduce to (4) and (18), respectively.

6.2 M2M-STNC-ONS
Under the M2M-STNC-ONS schemed, the received signal (see (23)) in the cooperation phase at node Si is given by

Ŷi(t) =
N∑

m=1,m �=i
α̂ε
m,ixmcm(t) + ŵε

i (t), (78)

where α̂ε
m,i is defined as

α̂ε
m,i = βε

m,opt,ih̄m,opt,i

√
PBmĥm,opt,i. (79)

Moreover, ŵε
i (t) is equivalent interference plus noise term, defined as

ŵε
i (t) = wi(t)+

N∑
m=1,m �=i

βε
m,opt,i

((
ĥm,opt,i + ĥε

m,opt,i

)
nm,opt,i+

(
ĥm,opt,ih̄ε

m,opt,i+h̄m,opt,ĥε
m,opt,i + ĥε

m,opt,ih̄
ε
m,opt,i

)
xm
)
cm(t).

(80)

Following (28), the decorrelated signal can be obtained as

Ŷε
j,i = βε

j,opt,ih̄j,opt,i
√
PBj ĥj,opt,ixj + ˆ̂wε

j,i, (81)

where ˆ̂wε
j,i ∼ CN

(
0, �N−1ĝε

j,i

)
, where

ĝε
j,i = N0

(
1 +

(
βε
j,opt,i

)2 (|ĥj,opt,i|2 + ε̂j,opt,i
))

+
(
βε
j,opt,i

)2 (|ĥj,opt,i|2ε̄j,opt,i + |h̄j,opt,i|2ε̂j,opt,i + ε̂j,opt,iε̄j,opt,i
)
. (82)

Therefore, the SNR at the output of the matched filter is expressed as
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γ̂ CP
j,i = PBj P

C
j,i|h̄j,opt,i|2|ĥj,opt,i|2

�N−1
(
N0
(
PBj
(
|h̄j,opt,i|2+ε̄j,opt,i

)
+PCj,i

(
|ĥj,opt,i|2+ε̂j,opt,i

)
+N0

)
+ PCj,i

(
|ĥj,opt,i|2ε̄j,opt,i+|h̄j,opt,i|2 ε̂j,opt,i+ε̂j,opt,iε̄j,opt,i

)) ,
(83)

where it should be noted that in the perfect CSI case, the
SNR expression in (83) reduces to that of (30). Finally, by
comparing (77) and (83), it can be seen that the SNR term
in (83) is affected only by the channel estimation errors
of the channels between node Sj, the optimally selected
node, and the destination node Si, rather than the chan-
nels between node Sj and all the other intermediate nodes
as well as node Si, for j �= i.

7 Performance evaluation
In this section, the analytical derivations of the SER
and achievable rate performance of the M2M-STNC and
M2M-STNC-ONS schemes are evaluated and compared
for node S1’s symbol x1 received at node S4. Equal
power allocation between the two transmission phases is
assumed, such that PB1 = PC1 = P/2, PC1,i = PC1 /(N − 1) =
P/(2(N − 1)), ∀i ∈ {2, . . . ,N} and PC1,k,i = PC1,i/(N − 2) =
P/(2(N − 1)(N − 2)), ∀k ∈ {2, . . . ,N} and k �= i. The
network nodes are located as shown in Figure 2 with the
channel variance between nodes Sj and Si being defined
as hj,i ∼ CN (0, d−ν

j,i ), ∀j, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N} for j �= i and
ν = 3. Non-orthogonal signature waveforms with a cross-
correlation of ρj,i = ρ = 0.5 for j �= i are also assumed.
The channel estimation error variance is assumed to be
the same between any two nodes (i.e., εj,i = ε, ∀j, i ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,N} for j �= i).
To verify the achievable diversity order, consider the

following cases. When N = 3, the network consists of
nodes S1, S3, and S4 (i.e., S2 and S5 are inactive). In

Figure 2 Network topology.

this case, only node S3 relays symbol x1 to node S4. As
for N = 4, all network nodes but node S5 are active.
Hence, nodes S2 and S3 act as relays for node S1. Lastly,
for N = 5, all network nodes are active, in which case
nodes S2, S3, and S5 forward symbol x1 to node S4. Now,
from Figure 3 and assuming perfect timing synchroniza-
tion and CSI, it is clear that as the number of cooperating
nodes N in the network increases, the SER performance
of both schemes improves which is due to the increased
diversity order achievable with the increase in N. Also, for
N = 3, both schemes yield the same SER performance.
Moreover, the numerically evaluated SER performance of
the M2M-STNC scheme (see Figure 3a) perfectly agrees
with its simulated performance. In addition, the SER per-
formance of proposed the M2M-STNC-ONS scheme (see
Figure 3b) outperforms that of its counterpart for N =
4 and N = 5. Furthermore, the derived approximate
SER theoretical expression under the M2M-STNC-ONS
scheme coincides with the simulated performance except
for a slight deviation at low SNR which is attributed to
the approximation used in the theoretical analysis that
assumed high enough SNR. Also, the derived upper bound
happens to be asymptotic at high SNR and thus confirms
the achievable diversity order per node.
From this point onwards, only the cases of N = 4

and N = 5 are considered. Now, in Figure 4a, the
SER performance of the M2M-STNC and M2M-STNC-
ONS schemes is compared with timing synchronization
errors and perfect CSI for N = 4 nodes. It is clear that
the M2M-STNC-ONS scheme is more resistant to tim-
ing offsets than its counterpart scheme. This is because
the number of simultaneous transmissions in each time
slot is reduced, and only the node achieving the highest
cooperative SNR at the receiving node relays its received
signal. A similar observation can be seen in the case of
N = 5 nodes (see Figure 4b). However, it is noticed that
the impact of timing offsets on the SERperformance is less
severe despite the increase in the number of transmitting
nodes. This is again due to the increased diversity order.
The performance of the M2M-STNC and M2M-STNC-

ONS schemes with channel estimation errors and perfect
timing synchronization for N = 4 nodes is demonstrated
in Figure 5a. It is clear that with the increase in channel
estimation error variance ε, the SER performance of both
schemes degrades with theM2M-STNC-ONS scheme still
significantly outperforming its counterpart scheme. The
case of N = 5 nodes is shown in Figure 5b with the
SER performance of both schemes being less affected by
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Figure 3 QPSK SER performance of the (a) M2M-STNC and (b) M2M-STNC-ONS schemes - perfect timing synchronization and CSI.

channel estimation errors due to the increased diversity
gains, as aforementioned.
In Figure 6a, the achievable rate of node S1 at node

S4 for N = 4 nodes is illustrated. It is evident that the
proposed M2M-STNC-ONS scheme with perfect timing
synchronization and CSI achieves a better rate than the
M2M-STNC scheme. In general, the achievable rate of
node S1 at node S4 whenN = 5 (see Figure 6b) is less than
that when N = 4, which is due to the increased number
of time slots required for communication between all the
nodes. The same observation holds for the different cases
of perfect/imperfect timing synchronization and CSI.
Figure 7 illustrates the total achievable rate of source

node S1 for N = 4 and N = 5 node networks. It is clear
that the proposed M2M-STNC-ONS scheme is superior
to the M2M-STNC scheme, and the total achievable rate
for a network with N = 5 is higher than that of a net-
work withN = 4, despite the decrease in the rate between
node S1 and all the other nodes in the networks. Finally,
the gain in rate of the M2M-STNC-ONS scheme com-
pared with its counterpart M2M-STNC scheme is higher
for the network with N = 5 nodes. This again can be
seen from the different cases of perfect/imperfect timing
synchronization and CSI.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, the problem of multinode cooperative com-
munications has been investigated. In particular, the per-
formance of the M2M-STNC and the M2M-STNC-ONS
schemes has been studied and analyzed. It has been shown
that both schemes allow N amplify-and-forward nodes
to exchange their data symbols simultaneously over a
total of 2N time slots. Moreover, an analytical expres-
sion for the conditional SER of the M2M-STNC scheme
has been provided, while approximate and asymptotic
upper-bound SER expressions for the M2M-STNC-ONS
scheme have been derived and shown to coincide with
the simulated results. The superiority of theM2M-STNC-
ONS scheme withN nodes manifests itself in the fact that
only two time slots are effectively required per node to
achieve a diversity order of N − 1 per transmitted sym-
bol while allowing all the N nodes to exchange their data
symbols simultaneously over a total of 2N time slots as
opposed to the conventional multinode relay networks
that require N2 time slots to achieve the same diversity
order of N − 1 per node even with optimal relay selection
[16]. Also, the M2M-STNC-ONS reduces the total num-
ber of transmissions in each time slot in the cooperation
phase in comparison with theM2M-STNC scheme, which
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Figure 4 QPSK SER performancewith timing synchronization errors for (a)N = 4 and (b)N = 5 nodes - perfect CSI.
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Figure 6 Achievable rate of node S1 at node S4 for (a)N = 4 and (b)N = 5 nodes.
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Figure 7 Total achievable rate of source node S1 for a network of (a)N = 4 and (b)N = 5 nodes.
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mitigates the effects of noise amplification, timing offsets,
and channel estimation errors.

Endnotes
aIt should be noted that our many-to-many space-time

network coding scheme is a CDMA-like system that
operates under conventional TDMA by assigning each
network node a signature waveform for single- or
multiple-access transmission. Signature waveforms
provide immunity against various kinds of noise and
multipath distortion, and they are important for
multiuser transmission/detection and timing/frequency
synchronization at the receiving nodes.

bNode selection is achieved via control messages
exchange prior to the cooperation phase [30] and is only
updated when the respective channels’ coherence time
elapses.

cIt is assumed that the channel coefficients are time
invariant during each time slot but are randomly time
varying from one time slot to another.

dThe node selection criterion is now based on the
channel coefficients with estimation errors, which
implies that the selected node with imperfect CSI is not
necessarily the selected node under perfect CSI.
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